Enterprise Mobility Management
Makes Shopping a Pleasure
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Some believe that even before the coronavirus shut down brick-and-mortar
stores, the retail customer experience was shifting away from in-person to a total
virtual experience. However, in a survey conducted in the fall of 2019, technology
and financial services purchases were the only categories that outpaced in-store
purchasing.1 For clothing, cosmetics, household appliances and goods, and groceries,
consumers prefer to shop in person, while at the same time wanting the more
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personalized experience they get online instead of just a transactional exchange.

surveyed spend
$50 or more
in-store compared to
only 54% spending
the same amount
online.3

This is especially true for grocery shopping. Eighty-seven percent of customers
prefer to shop in person , but the experience has shifted with the inclusion of mobile
devices that enable shoppers to scan tags, pay as they go, use coupons, and stack
up rewards points without waiting in lines.
Across the board—from the food aisle to high-end showrooms—shoppers also
spend more when shopping in person2. According to a First Insight Report, 71% of
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There’s a lot of pressure to provide an excellent customer experience to drive retail
revenue success. With the ability to influence customers throughout their buying
journey, sales people, using mobile devices on the sales floor and in the stockroom,
can create dynamic experiences that make the customer feel like they are the center
of the relationship.
Utilizing technology solutions both to engage with customers and to streamline backend
processes can positively impact the customer experience, but that technology alone isn’t the
answer. The use of technology must be on-purpose, making the customer experience feel more
human without creating frustrations for customers. Whether serving customers or providing them
with more product options in your store without expanding your retail space, mobile devices are a
vital tool in meeting the customer demand for a balanced relational and transactional experience.
And since 2020’s coronavirus pandemic, businesses across the board are exploring new uses
for mobility in their organizations. This is especially true for those hit hardest by stay-at-home
orders, and distancing requirements—retail and service industries—that are redefining how they do
business and discovering that mobility plays a vital role in ensuring their stability and sustainability.
In this paper, we’ll take a look at the ways mobile devices are helping the retail industry meet
the ever-changing needs of consumers, while also enabling them to pivot quickly in the age
of COVID-19. We’ll also take a look at how Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) is helping
retailers across the country and across multiple customer touch points streamline operations
and find new revenue opportunities.
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Mobile Technology Lets Customers Choose Their Experience
For the retail industry, the customer experience is a top priority, and many retailers have allocated a
huge part of their budgets to improve it. More and more retailers are deploying digital mobile devices
in stores, like smartphones and tablets, to enhance customer engagement and increase sales by making
shopping a smooth experience.
Two of the top three priorities for retailers looking for mobile devices to help them elevate their
customers’ interactions in-store are providing a more personalized customer experience (62%) and
empowering associates with mobile tools (51%)4.
Let’s take a look at ways mobility is empowering the customer experience.
Enhances Customer Engagement
Kiosk tablets help make mobile devices available for customers to use for a variety of reasons
and enable many retailers to provide better service, giving consumers more power over
their purchasing. From helping shoppers find the appropriate product in stock or providing
children with child-appropriate games and apps to relieve parents and let them focus on
shopping, kiosk tablets have changed the in-store experience. One caution about purchasing
cheap tablets for customer use: remember you get what you pay for—inexpensive tablets that
have a lifespan of only a year or two will eventually end up costing more than they’re worth.
Streamlines Omnichannel Commerce
When it comes to picking out the right outfit, laying hands on the perfect kitchen
appliance, or choosing the most effective skin or healthcare products, customers still like
the first-hand approach to buying. Though most consumers can use their smartphones
to compare prices, sales associates armed with mobile point-of-sale (POS) devices can
provide additional insights for customers, keeping them interested in your brand and
not purchasing somewhere else. Associates can also help customers choose accessories,
upsells, and/or complementary items to go along with their initial intended purchase.
Empowers Sales Associates
And speaking of POS, floor employees equipped with mobile devices, are empowered to
work alongside the client, as a trusted advisor. This means they can target their assistance
to share inventory availability, find prices, do searches to meet competitor’s pricing, and
even use augmented reality (AR) apps to give the consumer a more personalized and visual
experience. Even more personalized than AI can provide online. This kind of engagement
and interaction can substantially uplift employee morale and your brand’s reputation. It can
also improve productivity, enhance customer service, and increase overall sales.
Simplifies Inventory Management
Every time a sales person is pulled away from a client, say to inspect the backroom for an
item on a shelf, the engagement is lost and the experience becomes more transactional
than relational. With a mobile device in hand, the sales person can provide real-time
information about inventory in your store, at a sister store close by, or in the warehouse,
making it easier to provide top-notch service. The associate can mark that item is
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unavailable to other shoppers, removing any guesswork about what is available for sale.
Mobile technologies enable associates to become the ultimate customer advisor by
helping them to streamline manual processes and improve in-store operations.
Leverages Mobile Checkout
Mobile checkout is a broad term that encompasses any checkout system that leverages
smart handheld devices not anchored to a specific in-store location. With these smart
devices, shoppers scan and bag items as they add them to their baskets. At checkout,
they present the device and order total to an attendant at a checkout lane or to a cashier
equipped with a portable scanner to complete their purchase.
Creates Contactless Transactions
Scan-and-go takes mobile checkout one step further. Shoppers still use a smart mobile
device to scan items as they place them in their cart. When it’s time to check out,
however, they can charge the total to a linked credit or debit card on the device or within
the app, skipping the checkout lane altogether. Completing the transaction is as simple
as presenting a digital receipt to a clerk stationed at the store’s exit. This has grown in
popularity since the coronavirus, as shoppers who still want to shop in-store can do so
while maintaining social distancing. Experts believe that prolonged social distancing
will make this part of the “new normal” in shopping as consumers continue taking
precautionary measures even after restrictions are eased5.
As we see mobile devices are a much-needed tool for retail today
and for the future. With on-going technology advancements, increase
in use and number of devices, there’s an opportunity for IT teams to
be overtaxed in effectively and securely managing it all. That’s where
EMM and Managed Mobility Services (MMS) come in.

Having an EMM in place
can help you protect your
reputation and profits by
ensuring that all mobile
transactions are secure and

Mobile Management Made Simple

meet PCI’s most recent

Managing multiple mobile devices in the retail industry can have

mobile payment security

a transformative effect on the way that you do business, boosting
customer engagement and aiding employee effectiveness. It can also

recommendations.

cause a load of headaches for IT administrators, in regard to regulations
and compliance, and loss of productivity if not managed correctly.
Top of mind for retailers is meeting the requirements of the Payment
Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Standard, which ensures consumer
data is kept secure. The standard includes requirements for security
management, policies, procedures, network architecture, software
design, and other critical protective measures. Having an EMM in place
can help you protect your reputation and profits by ensuring that all
mobile transactions are secure and meet PCI’s most recent mobile
payment security recommendations.
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In addition to helping you meet PCI requirements, EMM can also help your business:
• Lock down devices so only approved apps can be utilized and devices can’t be
used—by customers and staff—for any other purposes.
• Track the location of mobile devices and provide regular location updates, decreasing
device loss, and if a device is lost, easier to find.
• Deploy mobile apps to devices across store locations, warehouses, and distribution
centers all over the world.
• Enroll all devices easily and manage them in multiple locations from a central console.
• Implement a single policy that can be used for configure settings for all devices, no
matter their operating system.
• Secure stolen devices and protect lost ones with remote device and content wiping to
protect company and customer data, and intellectual property.
• Update devices without having to shut them down and without user intervention.
• Ensure the security of all applications, even those that are custom built, before
deploying them to devices in the field.
EMM helps you get the most out of your enterprise mobility investment
and enhance the customer experience by ensuring the devices are properly

Achieving and maintaining

configured, managed, supported, and secured. But that is only one piece

reliability in your mobile

of the mobility success puzzle. Having the right MMS partner is key to

devices is a strong

having a well-rounded and effective mobility strategy.

determinant in the success
in sales and customer

Giving You the Best Customer Experience

loyalty they can deliver

Though many stores have a mobile strategy in place, often it lacks a solid

for your business.

foundation of management and support. This is most evident as retailers
cut corners with very inexpensive tablets converted to POS devices that
have displayed lackluster performance with constant use.

Achieving and maintaining reliability in your mobile devices is a strong determinant in the success in
sales and customer loyalty they can deliver for your business. IT teams, which often are barebones,
may lack the expertise needed for you to get the most out of your mobility investment. It can make
EMM solutions seem a bit tricky. You need an experienced partner who lives and breathes mobility to
open the door to all the opportunities mobility has to offer.
The world’s leading retailers rely on Vox Mobile to help overcome what is arguably the most complex
technology challenge they’ve ever faced—managed mobility services. As a single source enterprise
mobile solutions provider, we help retailers of all sizes and offer a variety of products to build their
mobile strategies, operationalize their mobile programs, and support their mobile users.
Real-time support
In-store associates may not be technologically savvy enough to deal with even minor device
glitches. Rather than running to the IT department or having long phone calls with the
technicians, our team is available to make sure your mobile devices are always up and running.
www.voxmobile.com
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Unbeatable service
Vox Mobile’s complete Mobility Management solutions help retailers deploy mobile apps that improve
the customer experience and reinvent fulfillment with methods such as “click and collect” that enable
shoppers to call in and clerks to meet them with their purchases as they drive up to the door.
Enhanced experience
Vox Mobile provides this level of personalized, mobile-enabled service with 24/7 systems monitoring
and our state-of-the-art logistics and help desk facilities.
Expanded opportunities
Our team of engineers can take the mobility management burden off the shoulders of your
IT admins, freeing them up to focus on innovation and moving your business forward, instead
of being bogged down with mundane tasks.
All-inclusive Device-as-a-Service
Combined device management with industry-leading managed mobility services means we manage your
multiple supplier contracts, complicated agreements, rapidly changing technology, 24/7 support needs,
security threats, and extremely high user expectations so you can focus on your business, not your IT.
Vox Mobile has the experience and resources to help our retail clients fully leverage their mobility to increase
revenue, workforce productivity, and customer loyalty—at one predictable price. We understand the value of
an exceptional customer experience. That’s why we make sure our customers are always happy.

Learn More About Vox Mobile
Retail Use Case:
Deploying, Managing, and Supporting Tablets to More Than 175 Stores
EMM System Administration
EMM Licensing Acquisition

Contact Vox Mobile and see for yourself how we make
the customer experience better than ever for you.
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